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ON THE REALIZATION OF THE DISCRETE 
SERIES OF A SEMISIMPLE LIE GROUP 
Let G be a connected, semisi~nple Lie group, and K c G a maximal 
compact subgroup. 1 sllall assume that G a ~ l d  K are of equal rank. Thus 
one can choose a Cartan subgroup H of G which is contained in K .  I t  is 
known that GIH carries various G-invariant complex structures, and that 
each character of N deternlirles a l~o~nogeneous, holomorphic line bundle 
011 GIH. During the Boulder Conference, R. P. Langlands [5] suggested 
that the representations of Harish-Chandra's discrete series [3] might be 
realized 011 L2-cohomology groups of such line bundles, in analogy to the 
generalized Borel-Weil theorem for coinpact groups. Since then, M. S. 
Narasimhan and Okamoto have proven the corresponding statement about 
vector bundles over GIK, provided this symmetric space has an invariant 
complex structure [6], and Langlands' conjecture for GIN has also been 
verified [a] (in both cases, however, only discrete series representations 
with "sufficiently 11011 s i ~ ~ g ~ l a r "  infinitesimal character are constr~icted, 
because of certain technical difficulties). 
In some ways, it is sitnpler to work on GIK instead of G I N ,  and one 
rnay ask if the discrete series representations of G can be obtained as solu- 
tion spaces of d~fferential operators 011 GIK, even if GIK does not admit 
an invariant complex structure. In LY], I ~nentioned a conjecture to this 
effect. Each irred~icible K-module V determines a homogeneous vector 
bundle V -+ GIK; corresponding to every choice of positive roots, there 
is defined a certain hornogeneo~~s, first order differential operator 9 on V. 
If GIK is hermitian synlinetric and the positive root system is suitably 
chosen, 24 to the Cauchy-Riemann operator 3. In any case, under 
suitable hypotl~eses on V, 9 is elliptic. The space of square-integrable 
sections of Vin the kernel of 9 thus becomes a Hilbert space, on which G 
acts unitarily. As was suggested in [7], it should be possible to realize the 
discrete series representations on these HiIbert spaces. Several properties 
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of the discrete series representations would be a consequence, because the 
space of all Cm solutions of 9 F  = 0 is isomorphic to a cohomology 
group of a homogeneous, holomorphic line bundle over GIH and has been 
studied with the methods of complex analysis [7] .  
In this note I shall define the operator 9, give a quick proof of its ellip- 
ticity, and sketch an argument showing that "most" discrete series rep- 
resentations arise as I.? kernels of 9. This last fact has also been estab- 
lished by Harish-Chandra. Some of the arguments below are similar to 
those in [8] ,  but simpler. I t  seems possible that they can be refined to give 
all of the discrete series of at least those groups which have a faithful finite- 
dimensional representation. Finally I shall mention-without proof-some 
consequences, such as an analogue of the theorem of the highest weight, 
as well as a partial result towards a conjecture of Blattner. Full details 
will appear elsewhere. 
I denote the Lie algebras of G, K ,  H by go ,  80, , and their complexi- 
fications by g ,  f ,  9 .  Since GIK is Riemannian symmetric, there exists a 
Cartan decomposition 
p is the complexification of po = p n go.  The differentials of the characters 
of the torus N form a lattice A in ElR", the dual space of 
Let A c A be the set of non zero roots of (g,lj), and 
the rootspace decomposition. A root u e A  is said to be compact or non 
compact according to whether ga c f or g" c p ;  the sets of compact and 
non compact roots will be referred to as AK and A,, respectively. Suppose 
now that a system of positive roots A+ c A is given; A+ will not be kept 
fixed, but rather will be allowed to vary. For any given choice of A + ,  1 
define 
A+ = { 1 e A I ( 1 , a )  2 0 for all U E A : ) .  
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The inner product on v i  used to define A+ is, of course, the one induced 
by the Killing form. Thus A' consists precisely of the weights which 
are dominant with respect to the system of positive roots A: of (f,b). 
Every I E A +  is the highest weight of an irreducible K-module V,. If 
n,, n, are two representations of a complex, reductive Lie algebra, and n, 
is irreducible, then the highest weight of any irreducible component of 
n, 8 n2 differs from the highest weight of n, by some weight of TG, . Thus 
the highest weights occurring in the K-module V'O p are all of the form 
A+- p, P E Ap.  I shall denote the direct sum of the components with highest 
weight of the form 1 - /3, /? E A: , by U, , and the K-invariant projection 
of V, O onto U, by 
The K-modules K,, U,  associate vector bundles 
to the principal bundle 
The space of Cm sections of 5, T(V,), can be identified naturally with 
i.e., the space of K-invariant elements of Cw(G) O T/, when K is made to 
act on Cw (G) by right translation, and on in the obvious manner. 
Similarly 
Via left translation, G acts on F(q) and T(U,). Since the Killing form B 
of g restricts to a non degenerate, bilinear, symmetric form on p ,  one can 
choose a basis {xi) of p satisfying 
The xi may be regarded as left-invariant, complex tangent vector fields on 
G.  Then, whenever F is an element of {Cw(G) @ VA),, 
belongs to (Cm(G) O U L I K .  Hence the map 
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determines a first order differential operator 
wl~ich evidently commutes wth the action of G; it depends 011 the choice 
of positive roots, but not on the particular basis {xi: . In p] 1 stated that 
9 is elliptic for every "very positive" 3, EA;  Hotta [4] has obtained the 
ellipticity under weaker conditions. These results can be sharpened to : 
Lemma 1. The operatoi- 9 is elliptic, provided 
Proof'. Because of the G-invaria~lce, it suffices to consider the operator 
at eK. The real tangent space of GIK at eK is naturally isolnorphic to 
p o ,  and by rileails of the Killing form, po  also call be identified wit11 the 
real cotangent space. With this identification, the symbol mapping of 9 
at eK beco~nes 
This map ~ n r ~ s t  be shown to be injective if 5 # 0. The condition (3) ensures 
the existence of an irreducible K-module W with the highest weight /1 - 2pp. 
Let 2r2 be the colnplex di~nensio~l of p .  Since 2p, is j~lst  the sum of all 
positive, 11011 compact roots, one can choose a K-invariant embedding 
V , %  W @ h n p .  For x ~ p  , let 
be exterior multiplication, and 
i (s) : Ap + A p  
the adjoint operation, relative to the inner product 
on p  (barring denotes co~ljugatio~l with respect to g o ) .  Then v @ x -+ e(x)(p(u) 
and u @ x -+ i(%)d)(o) are K-invariant ho~nomol~phis~ns of V @ p intc 
W @ h l ' " p  and W  @ A " - ' p ,  respectively. Since these K-modules do not 
contain irreducible components with highest weights of the form A + /,', 
P E A;, q ( v  @ 5) = 0 i~nplies that e(5)$(u) = 0 and i(c)4(u) = 0. 011 the 
other hand, 
is mi~ltiplication by (5,5). Thus o ( 9 , t )  = 0 onIy if 5 = 0 .  
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In view of the proposition, one miglzt suspect that 9 can be resolved 
by a G-invariant, elliptic complex. For a particular choice of tlze positive 
root system, Hotta has constrt~cted such a resolutioll [4]. 
Suppose now that I. €A+ satisfies (3). Since K is compact and operates 
irreducibly on 6 ,  the vector bundle V, admits an essel~tiaily unique her- 
mitian metric; similarly, GIK carries an essentially u~lique volume form rlu. 
Let H ,  c r(6) be the space of squarc-integrable solutions of 9 F  = 0 .  
Because of the regularity theorem for elliptic operators, HI, is a Hilbert 
space under its tzaturaf inner product. Clearly G acts unitarily on I f j . .  
f shall say that a statement i~lvolving at1 clement 3, of A is true for every 
sufficiently lzo~l singzilar ,?, provided there exists a coilstant c such that the 
condition 
( ( I , ,  a )  1 > c for all a G A 
ensures the correctness of the statement. 
Theorem 1. If the systern of positiue roots A+ nild A GA ore such 
tho t 
( 5 )  (I., u) 2 0 for all a E A +  , 
aild if 3" is s~lfficieiltly i70iz s i i ~ g ~ ~ l n r  ( i f1  pnr t i c~~ lo i - ,  ( 3 )  shot~l~l l  hold) ,  tlleiz 
the I-1ilber.t spcice I-I, is no11 zero, G ncts irrecl~icibly, the I-esl~ltiizg 1.t.pl.e- 
seiltntioii belongs to the cliscrete series, nricl its chnrzcter  is 0,-,,+,, 
(cf.  P I ) .  
If it were possible to relax the hypothesis by requiring oizly ( 3 ) ,  and not 
that I, is sufficiently IIOII singular, the tl~eorem wo~ild give a realization 
of all the discrete series for groups with a faithful finite-dimensional rep- 
resentation. Before outlining a proof of Tlzeorern 1, I shali state some 
facts which foilow more or less directly from it, together with the res~~l t s  
of [?I. 
Let W be tlze WeyI group of (f,b), and c,, for ,v E W, the sign of w . 
1 define Q(p), p E A ,  as the 11umber of distinct ways in wl~ich , ~ i  can be 
expressed as a (possibly empty) sLlm of positive, 11011 conlpact roots. Blattner 
has col~jectured that for every , ~ i  € A t ,  
represents the multiplicity of the irreducible K-module with highest weight ,u 
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in the discrete series representation whose character is @,-,,+ . Formally, 
this resembles Kostant's formula for the multiplicity of a weight in the 
finite-dimensional case. 
Theorem 2. Under llze hypotheses of Theorein 1, anzorzg all irreducible, 
unitary representations of G , the discrete series representation with 
character 0,-,,+,, is clzaracterized uniquely,  u p  to equivalence, b y  any  
one of the following conditions: 
1)  I t  contains the irreducible K-inodule of highest weight 1, b ~ t  not 
those with highest weights of the forin A - P ,  P E A , $ .  
2) I t  contains the irreclucible K-morlt~le with highest weight I,, and 
the Casiinir operator acts as itzultiplication b y  a constant giaeater than 
or equal to ( I I  + 2p,,?, - 2pp). 
3)  Its character has the same restriction to K as OI.LP,,+oR. 
Moreover, the irredtrcible K-module of higlzest weighs /Z occurs exactly 
once in this discrete series representation, arzcl the nzultiplicity of the 
irr-educible K-nzodule of highest weight ,LLGA+ is no greater than Ic,(p). 
The first two statements are analogous to the theorem of the highest 
weight about finite-dimensional representations, and the fact that among 
all irreducible, finite-dimensional representations which involve a partic- 
ular weight, the Casimir operator is minimized by the one for which the 
given weight is extreine. The last assertion gives at least a part of Blattner's 
conjecture. I t  seems quite possible that the opposite inequality can now 
be obtained by combinatorial arguments. For example, such arguments 
easily imply 
Proposition 1. Sltppose the ass~l~nptioizs of Theorern I are satisjied. 
I f  the system of positive roots A+ has the property that there exists exactly 
one izon conzpact, sinlple root cvlzose coefficient in the highest root is one 
or two, the11 Blattner's conjecture holds for the representation of G on H , .  
According to Bore1 and de Siebenthal [I], every non compact, simple 
Lie group G ,  with rank G = rank#, has a positive root system of this 
kind. If the coefficient of the simple, non compact root in the highest root 
is only one, GIK admits an invariant coinplex structure, and the represen- 
tations mentioned in Theorem 1, corresponding to this special positive 
root system, were constructed by Harish-Chandra L23; in this case, Blattner's 
conjecture is well understood. 
In order to  attack the proof of Theorem 1,  I consider an arbitrary ir- 
reducible representation n of G on a Hilbert space H,  and I denote the 
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subspace of vectors which transform finitely under K by H,. The Lie 
algebra g operates on H,,  and this action will also be referred to as n. 
The adjoint action of K on p induces a11 action $ on the exterior algebra 
A?. For x EF I define the endoinorphislns e(x), i(x) as in the proof of 
Lemma 1. Choose a basis { x i )  of p which satisfies (1). Then 
defines a K-invariant linear transforniation 
whose formal adjoint is 
A straightforward computation, which will be omitted, gives 
Lemma 2. Let SZ be the C ~ s i m i r  operator of G ,  and Q, the Cnsintir 
operator of K .  T h e n  
Evidently it is possible to embed the irreducible K-tnodule V$,, whose 
lowest weight is -2p,, in A p .  If the irreducible K-nioduie 6- occurs in 
N o ,  and if /Z satisfies (31, the subspace 
contains vectors which transform under n @ $ ( K )  according to the highest 
weight 1, - 2pp. By applying the first identity of Lemma 1 to such a vector 
and noticing that cl*d+ clcl* is positive semidefinite, one obtains 
n(Q) 5 (IL + 2p,, L - 2pp). 
Thus : 
Lemma 3. I f  n contains the irredl~cible K-r?zoriule of highest wuiglrt L, 
with 3, satisfying (3),  the Casinzir operntor acts as  mtiltiplicatiotz b y  n 
constant not exceeding (3, + 2p,,)?-2pp). 
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Each irreducible K-module occurs only finitely often in H o  O Ap, and 
the formally self-adjoint operators d'"d -t cld'hnd d2 + fd" commute with 
the action of K .  Hence these operators can be diagonalized. As a conse- 
quence of Lemma 2, the eigenvalues of d*'d + clclx' grow approximately 
at the same rate as those of n(Q,) @ 1; on the other hand, since [p,p] c P ,  
the eigenvalues of rl' + (1"' can be bortnded approximately by the square- 
root of those of n(Q,) @ I .  The eigenval~tes of (cE + d*)' therefore tend 
to co outside of finite-dimensional subspaces. I t  follows that both (cl 4- d*)' 
and d + (1" have finite-dimensional kernel and cokernel. For / L E A + ,  
let n,, be the ~nultiplicity in n of the irreducible K-module of highest weight 
1-1 and xII its character. Then C ,,n,,~,, is the Fourier series of a distribution z 
011 K ,  which is real-analytic on K intersected with the regtllar set, where 
it agrees with the character of n. Being invariant under the Weyl group W, 
the expression 
extends to a class function on K . The grading of A p  , red~lced mod 2 ,  
gives a splitting 
Evidently D2t agrees, up to sign, with the difference of the characters of 
these two K-modules. In a formal sense, D% is therefore the difference 
of the characters of H o  @ A f p and No @ /\ - p  . B~t t  beca~lse 
has finite-dimensional kernel and cokernel, as was pointed out above, 
that difference of characters must be a finite integral linear combination 
of irreducible cl~aracters. This proves 
Lemma 4. The distr.iDution DZt i s  a J u n c f i o i ~ .  
Actually, even Dt is a ftlnction. When G / K  admits an invariant complex 
structure, one can prove this by considering a K-invariant splitting 
g = f O P+ @ p i  and working with A p ,  instead of Ap . If GIK is not 
hermitian symmetric, the proof becomes more delicate; it can be found 
in [S). 
Suppose now that n is the discrete series representation with character 
0,-,,,,, . In view of Lemma 4, D2-r can be read off from Harish-Chandra's 
character formula, and one finds: 
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the K-module with highest weight A-2pp occ~trs in H o  @ / \p ,  which is 
equivalent to : 
( 6 )  some irreducible component of 5.-,,, O /\ p occurs in H ,  , 
If A has a large inner product with every positive, compact root, every 
highest weight p in VJ-,,, @ Ap satisfies the condition 
(p - 2pp, u )  2 0 for u  E A: , 
and 11 = is the only highest weight in 6,-,,,@ A p  with 
Since the Casimir operator acts as multiplication by the constant on the 
right, (6) and Lemma 3 imply that H o  contains the K-module V,; and it 
contains it exactly once because of the explicit form of the character for- 
mula. As can be shown by a similar application of Lemma 3, if A is suffi- 
ciently lion singular, no irred~tcible K- nodule with a highest weight of the 
form 1, - p, f l  EA: , can occus in n. This establishes the next lemma, which 
has also been obtained by Harish-Chandra. 
Lemma 5. Stlppose 1, satisfies ( 5 )  arzd is szflciently nolt singular. 
T h e  discrete series representatio~~ with character 0,-,,+,, corttairzs tlze 
irreclucible K-rnoclule Vj exactly once, but no irrecltlcible K-modi~le with 
highest lveiglzt of the form A - p,P E A: . 
Let 4: Vj, -+ H  be a particular K-invariant embedding of V, i t1 the rep- 
resentation space of this discrete series representation, and let { v , )  be 
an orthonormal basis of T/,. Every vector u E H  gives rise to a square- 
integrable, &-valued function 
F,,: g -2 C (n(g- ( / ~ ( u , ) ) u ~  
i 
on G.  Since H contains no irreducible component of U,, 
(cf. (2)) must vanish identically. Thus u -+ F,, defines a G-invariant em- 
bedding of H  in H A .  The multiplicity of V, in H  is one, so that H occurs 
just once in {L2(G) 8 V,}, , and therefore certainly no more than once in H, . 
For any other irreducible unitary representation which is contained or 
weakly contained in H,, the Casimir operator must act also as multiplica- 
tion by (/2+2pK, IL - 2pp); one can show this by colnbilliilg the idea of 
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the proof of Lemma 1 with the first identity of Lemma 2. Reversing the 
argument leading to Lemma 5, one would find that D22 involves the ir- 
reducible character x,-,,, with non zero coefficient, which excludes the 
occurrence in H, of all but one discrete series representation. It follows 
from Harish-Chandra's results that the set of irreducible, ~mitary represen- 
tations, outside of the discrete series, on which the Casimir operator acts 
as multiplication by a fixed constant, has PlanchereI measure zero; hence 
only the discrete series can contribute to H,. This fact concerning the Plan- 
cherel measure is, of course, quite deep. Instead, one may appeal to the 
results of 17'1, which imply directly that HA, unless it is zero, must be 
irreducible. 
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